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(R3) 13:20 STRATFORD, 2m 70y 

Irish Thoroughbred Marketing Mares' Novices' Hurdle (GBB Race) (Div 1) (Class 4)

(4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 65- CUILLIN (USA) 136 
b m Arch - Zahrah

5 10 - 12 P J Brennan
Noel Williams

-

Jockey Colours: Beige, white sleeves, black diamonds, white cap, black diamonds
Timeform says: Fair 14f winner on Flat who was well beaten on his only run over hurdles
last summer. Not disgraced by any means in a Jumpers' bumper back in February and no
forlorn hope back over hurdles.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

2 4223/8- FELICIDAD (FR) 237 
b m Racinger - Sacade

5 10 - 12 David Noonan
Nick Williams

-

Jockey Colours: Light blue, white spots, striped sleeves and spots on cap
Timeform says: Ran to a fair level in bumpers without winning and has the pedigree to take
to hurdling, but went with little promise when well held at Ludlow in November. Should be
capable of better.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

3 3/758- MIGHTY MEG 183 
b m Malinas - Harry's Bride

6 10 - 12 David England
Olly Murphy

-

Jockey Colours: Grey, orange chevron, sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Made an encouraging start when third in a bumper at Newcastle back in
January 2019 but not built on that since, including in 2 hurdle starts over the winter. Another
likely type for handicaps.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

4 623/43- POGO I AM 322 BF 
b m Passing Glance - Orbital Orchid

6 10 - 12 S Bowen
Harry Fry

-

Jockey Colours: Mauve, white chevron, purple sleeves
Timeform says: Fair maiden in bumpers who shaped as if in need of hurdles debut
experience at Worcester (20f) last summer, noted finishing with running left. Likely improver
moving forward.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

5 QUIET SHY (FR) 
b m Youmzain - Quiet Queen

5 10 - 12 Brendan Powell
M Scudamore

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, yellow inverted triangle, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap
Timeform says: Youmzain mare who has failed to make much impact in minor
events/handicaps on Flat. Best watched now hurdling on that evidence.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

6 5/89- ROSE OF DUBAI 252 
b m Dubai Destination - Daraz Rose

7 10 - 12 David Bass
F J Brennan

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, white star, yellow sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white stars
Timeform says: Down the field in 3 bumpers and she rates a likely outsider making hurdling
debut on back of 9 months off.  (Forecast 67.00)

Notes: 

7 5- I'LLETYOUGONOW 168 (31F) 
b f Bated Breath - Upskittled

4 10 - 10t T Scudamore
D Pipe

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, grey chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, grey star
Timeform says: Fairly useful and consistent on Flat (stays 8.5f) for Mick Channon. Well held
on hurdles/yard bow at Warwick in January and she dropped away quickly on return at
Haydock (10f) last month.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 
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8 LYRICAL BALLAD (IRE) 
gr f Dark Angel - Iffraaj Pink

4 10 - 10 Harry Reed (3)
N P Mulholland

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, emerald green diamond on body and cap, yellow  sleeves, emerald green
seams
Timeform says: Modest maiden on Flat (stays 8.5f) who shaped as if back in form when fifth
in a 9.5f AW event back in March. Market should guide now hurdling but stamina has to be a
cause for concern.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

9 PERFECT GRACE 
b f Bated Breath - Bassinet

4 10 - 10 B S Hughes
Kevin Frost

-

Jockey Colours: Red, large black spots, halved sleeves and diamond on cap
Timeform says: Fair handicapper on Flat, (stays 1¼m) who ran upto best on each of her last
2 starts for Archie Watson in 1m events around turn of the year. Acquired for 6,000 gns by
new yard and betting should guide  (Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 

10 SAY NOTHING 
b f Nathaniel - I Say

4 10 - 10 Kielan Woods
A M Hales

-

Jockey Colours: White, dark green inverted triangle, halved sleeves, white and dark green hooped cap
Timeform says: Half-sister to useful hurdler Nelson River (17f winner). Fair maiden on Flat,
(stays 2m) placed several times in 2019. Has since switched yards again and she may have
a future in this sphere.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: POGO I AM ran as if in need of the experience on hurdles debut at Worcester
last summer, yet it was an effort that contained distinct promise also and she is fancied to come out on
top on return with the prospect of more to come. The market should prove informative with a host of
unexposed sorts in opposition, the likely dangers headed up by Felicidad and Cuillin.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: POGO I AM (4) 
2: FELICIDAD (2) 
3: CUILLIN (1)


